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Abstract

This paper proposes novel metrics to evaluate the per-
formance of object detection algorithms in video sequences.
The proposed metrics allow to characterize the methods be-
ing used and classify the types of errors into region split-
ting, merging or merge-split, detection failures and false
alarms. This methodology is applied to characterize the
performance of five segmentation algorithms. These tests
are performed in the context of object detection in outdoor
scenes with a fixed camera.

1. Introduction

Video surveillance systems rely on the ability to detect
moving objects in the video stream. Each image is seg-
mented by image analysis techniques. This should be done
in a robust way in order to cope with unconstrained environ-
ments, non stationary background and different object mo-
tion patterns. Furthermore, different types of objects have
to be considered e.g., persons, vehicles or groups of people.

Many algorithms have been proposed for object detec-
tion in video surveillance. They rely on different assump-
tions e.g., statistical models of the background [9, 8] frame
differences [4] or a combination of both [2]. However, few
information is available on the performance of these algo-
rithms in different operating conditions.

Object detection assessment has been recently consid-
ered in [?] assuming it is a binary detection problem. Stan-
dard measures used in Communication theory such as mis-
detection rate, false alarm rate and receiver operating char-
acteristics (ROC) were used [?]. However, this approach
has several limitations. Object detection is not a binary de-
tection problem. Several types of errors should be consid-
ered (not just misdetections and false alarms). Second, the
proposed test in [?] is based on the selection of rectangu-
lar regions with and without persons. This is an unrealistic
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assumption since practical algorithms have to segment the
image into background and foreground and do not have to
classify rectangular regions selected by the user.

In this paper, we propose objective metrics to evaluate
the performance of object detection methods by comparing
the output of the video detector with the ground truth ob-
tained by manual edition of the video frames. The main
features of the proposed method are the following. Given
the correct segmentation of the video sequence we detect
several types of errorsi) splits of foreground regions,ii)
merges of foreground regions,iii) simultaneous split and
merge of foreground regions,iv) false alarms (detection of
false objects),v) the detection failures (missing active re-
gions). They all influence the performance of the video
surveillance system in different ways. Furthermore, am-
biguous segmentations have also been explicitly considered.
For example, it is not always possible to know if two close
objects correspond to a single group or a pair of disjoint
regions. Both interpretations are adopted in such cases.

Five segmentation algorithms are evaluated in this pa-
per. The first is denoted as basic background subtraction
(BBS) algorithm. It computes the absolute difference be-
tween the current image and a static background and com-
pares each pixel to a threshold. All the connected compo-
nents are computed and they are considered as active re-
gions if their area exceeds a given threshold. The second
method is the object detection algorithm proposed in the
W4 system [5]. Three features are used to characterize each
pixel of the background image: minimum intensity, maxi-
mum intensity and maximum absolute difference in consec-
utive frames. The third method assumes that each pixel of
the background is a realization of a random variable with
Gaussian distribution (SGM - Single Gaussian Model) [9].
The mean and covariance of the Gaussian distribution are
independently estimated for each pixel. The fourth algo-
rithm models each pixel as a mixture of Gaussians [8], de-
termining which mode corresponds to the background and
which describe active regions (MGM - Multiple Gaussian
Model). The fifth method is the one used in theLehigh Om-
nidirectional Tracking System(LOTS [1]).



The tests presented in this work were performed with
PETS2001 using the metrics proposed in this paper and
PETS2004 sequences and evaluated using the metrics
adopted in the CAVIAR project.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly
reviews previous work. Section 3 describes the segmenta-
tion algorithms. Section 4 describes the performance met-
rics proposed in the paper. Experimental tests are discussed
in section 5 and section 6 presents the conclusions.

2. Related Work

Surveillance and monitoring systems often require the
segmentation of all the moving objects in the video se-
quence. Segmentation is a key step since it influences the
performance of the other modules, e.g., object tracking,
classification or recognition. For instance if object classi-
fication is required, an accurate detection is often needed to
obtain a correct classification of the object.

Background subtraction is a simple approach to detect
moving regions. This can be done in several ways. In
[5] each pixel of the background image is represented by
three features: minimum intensity, maximum intensity, and
the maximum rate of change at consecutive frames [5], or
the median of largest inter-frames absolute difference [4].
Background subtraction can be performed by combining
different types of features. Other methods rely on the use
of statistical models of the background image. The Pfinder
(“Person Finder”) [9] assumes that the background is mod-
eled by a Gaussian distribution: each pixel is described by
its mean and covariance matrix. The object detection is
based on blob detection. A blob is a connected region, ob-
tained by clustering the pixels with similar color and image
coordinates. A multiclass statistical model of color is used
to monitor the activity of person in indoor environments.
In [8] segmentation is based on an adaptive background
subtraction method which models each pixel as a mixture
of Gaussians. In [6] it is proposed a background subtrac-
tion method which combines color and gradient informa-
tion. Another approach is described in [1]. This system
includes multiple background modelling, combining vari-
ous techniques: adaptive thresholding with hysteresis and
spatio-temporal grouping of active pixels, denoted quasi-
connected components.

A problem related to the background subtraction ap-
proach are the false active regions, the so-called “negative”
or ghosts [7]. These regions are caused by static objects be-
longing to the background image (e.g., cars) which start to
move. This gives rise to a false active region located where
the object was placed, due to the difference between the cur-
rent frame and the background model computed using past
information. This problem can be overcome by high level
techniques [3] or by modeling the background with a mix-

ture of Gaussians [8].

3 Segmentation Algorithms

This section describes object detection algorithms used
in this work:BBS, W4, SGM, MGM, LOTS. TheBBS, SGM,
MGM algorithms use color whileW4 andLOTSuse gray
scale images. The BBS algorithm, detects moving objects
by computing the difference between the current frame and
the background image. A thresholding operation is per-
formed to classify each pixel as foreground or background.
Ideally, pixels associated with the same object should have
the same label. This is accomplished by morphological fil-
tering (dilation and erosion) to eliminate isolated pixelsand
small regions followed by a connected component analysis
(e.g., using 8 - connectivity criterion).

The second algorithm is denoted here asW4 since it
is used in the W4 system to compute moving objects [5].
This algorithm is designed for grayscale images. The back-
ground model is built using a training sequence without per-
sons or vehicles. During this period three values are esti-
mated for each pixel: minimum intensity (Min), maximum
intensity (Max), and the maximum intensity difference be-
tween consecutive frames (D). Foreground objects are com-
puted in four steps:i) thresholding,ii) noise cleaning by
erosion,iii) fast binary component analysis,iv) elimina-
tion of small regions.

The thresholding step proposed herein is given by

(|It(x, y) < Min(x, y)| ∨ |It(x, y) > Max(x, y)|)

∧ |It(x, y) − It−1(x, y)| > D(x, y)
(1)

(|It(x, y) < Min(x, y)| ∨ |It(x, y) > Max(x, y)|)∧|It(x, y)−It−1(x,
(2)

which leads to a less level of misdetections comparing
with the one described in [5]. The third algorithm consid-
ered in this study is the SGM (Single Gaussian Model) algo-
rithm. Color information is used in this method. Each pixel
is represented by a Gaussian distributionN (µ,Σ) where the
meanµ and covarianceΣ are recursively updated as follows

µ
t = αIt(x, y) + (1 − α)µt−1, (3)

Σt = (1−α)Σt−1+α(It(x, y)−µ
t)(It(x, y)−µ

t)T (4)

The SGM performs a binary classification of the pix-
els into foreground or background and tries to cluster fore-
ground pixels into blobs.

The fourth algorithm (MGM) models each pixel x =
(x, y) as a mixture of three Gaussians distributions, i.e.

p(I(x)) =
N

∑

k=1

ωkN (I(x),µk,Σk), (5)



whereN (I(x),µk,Σk) is a multivariate normal distribu-
tion, N = 3 andωk is the weight ofkth normal,

N (I(x),µk,Σk) = c exp
{

−
1

2

(

I(x)−µk

)T

Σ−1
k

(

I(x)−µk

)}

.

(6)
with c = 1

(2π)n/2|Σk|
1

2

. Note that each pixelI(x) is a3 × 1

vector with three component colors (red, green and blue),
i.e., I(x) = [I(x)RI(x)GI(x)B ]T . To avoid an excessive
computational cost, the covariance matrix is assumed to be
diagonal [8].

The mixture model is updated dynamically.i) The algo-
rithm checks if the pixel valuex can be ascribed to a given
mode of the mixture (match)1. ii) If a distribution matches
the new observation the parameters are updated according
to (3), (4) whereα is replaced by

λk = αN (I(x),µk,Σk) (7)

The weights in (5) are updated by

ωt
k = (1 − α)ωt−1

k + α(M t
k), with

M t
k =

{

1 matched model

0 remaining models

(8)

α is the learning rate. The non matched components of the
mixture remain the same. If none of the existing compo-
nents match the incoming observation, the least probable
distribution is replaced with the current value (as its mean),
a large covariance matrix and a low weight. This distribu-
tion should contain a high variance and mean equal to the
current value of the frame, a low prior weight should be as-
signed in this situation.iii) The distributions are sorted in
the descending order ofωk/|Σk|. iv) The algorithm selects
the firstB Gaussians distributions as belonging to the back-
ground. B is chosen as follows:B is the smallest integer
such that

B
∑

k=1

ωk > T (9)

whereT is athreshold that accounts for a certain quantity of
data that should belong to the background.

The fifth algorithm [1] is tailored to the detection of non
cooperative targets (e.g., snipers) under non stationary en-
vironments. This algorithm uses two gray level background
imagesB1, B2. This allows the algorithm to cope with in-
tensity variation due to noise or fluttering objects which
move in the scene. Each pixel of the input frame is com-
pared to the closest background value and classified as ac-
tive if the difference exceeds a given thresholdTL(x, y). A
quasi connected component analysis is then performed us-
ing a second thresholdTH(x, y) in order to select groups of

1A match occurs if the pixel is inside the confidence interval with
+/−2.5 standard deviation.

active pixels and to classify them as targets. It is assumed
that TH(x, y) = TL(x, y) + cS , cS being defined by the
user.

These images are updated as follows

B1(x, y) = min{In(x, y), n = 1, . . . , T} (10)

B2(x, y) = max{In(x, y), n = 1, . . . , T} (11)

wheren ∈ 1, 2, . . . , T denotes the different time instants
during the adaptation period.

The background images are updated as follows. We
compute the background image closest to the image inten-
sity It(x, y) and update it

Bt+1
i (x, y) =

{

(1 − α′)Bt
i (x, y) + α′It(x, y) if(x, y) ∈ T

(1 − α)Bt
i (x, y) + αIt(x, y) if(x, y) ∈ N

(12)
whereα, α′ are update gains(α′ < α), T is a target set,N
is non-target set.α is usually small to enforce a slow adap-
tation. This is important to avoid the integration of active
regions in the background image.

When updating the background image, the thresholds for
pixels are also updated. Each pixel is first classified as false
alarm, detection failure or target. Then the thresholds are
updated

T t+1
L =







T t
L(x, y) + cFA if false alarm

T t
L(x, y) − cDF if detection failure

T t
L(x, y) if target

(13)

In this paper we choosecFA = 10, cDF = 1. If the pixel is
correctly classified as target the threshold remains the same.
If the pixel is a false alarm the threshold is increased. If
there is a detection failure the threshold is decreased.

4 Proposed Framework

In order to evaluate the performance of object detection
algorithms we propose a procedure based on the following
principles:

• A set of test sequences is selected. All moving objects
are then detected and manually corrected if necessary
to obtain the ground truth, one frame per second.

• The output of the automatic detector is compared with
the ground truth.

• The output is then classified in one of the following
classes: correct detection; false alarm; detection fail-
ure; merge; split; split-merge.

To perform the first step we made a user friendly inter-
face which allows the user to define the foreground regions
in the test sequence in a semi-automatic way. Fig. 1 shows



the interface used to generate the ground truth. A set of
frames is extracted from the test sequence (one per second).
An automatic object detection algorithm is then used to pro-
vide a tentative segmentation of the test images. Finally, the
automatic segmentation is corrected by the user, by merg-
ing, splitting, removing or creating active regions.

In the case depicted in the Fig. 1, there are four ac-
tive regions: a car, a lorry and two groups of persons. The
segmentation algorithm also detects regions due to lighting
changes, leading to a number of false alarms (four). The
user can easily edit the image by adding and removing re-
gions until a correct segmentation is obtained.

Figure 1. User interface used to create the
ground truth from automatic segmentation re-
sults.

The test images are used to evaluate the performance of
object detection algorithms. In order to compare the out-
put of the algorithm with the ground truth segmentation, a
region matching procedure is adopted which allows to es-
tablish a correspondence between the detected objects and
the ground truth. Several cases are considered:

1. Correct Detection (CD) or 1-1 match: the detected
region matches one and only one region.

2. False Alarm (FA): the detected region has no corre-
spondence.

3. Detection Failure (DF): the test region has no corre-
spondence.

4. Merge Region (M): the detected region is associated
to several test regions.

5. Split Region (S): the test region is associated to several
detected regions.

6. Split-Merge Region (SM): when the conditions 4, 5
are simultaneously satisfied.

4.1 Region Matching

Object matching is performed by computing a binary
correspondence matrixC which defines the correspondence
between the active regions of a pair of images. Let us as-
sume that we have N ground truth regionsR̃i and M de-
tected regionsRj at timet. Under these conditionsC will
be aN × M matrix, defined as follows

C(i, j) =







1 if R̃i ∩ Rj 6= 0
∀i∈{1,...,N},j∈{1,...,M}

0 if R̃i ∪ Rj = 0
(14)

It is also useful to add the number of ones in each line or
column, defining two auxiliary vectors

L(i) =

M
∑

j=1

C(i, j) i ∈ {1, . . . , N} (15)

C(j) =

N
∑

i=1

C(i, j) j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} (16)

A matchC(i, j) = 1 can be classified as:

correct detection:ifL(i) = C(j) = 1

merge: ifC(j) > 1

split: ifL(i) > 1 (17)

split-merge: ifL(i) > 1 ∧ C(j) > 1

The false alarms and detection failures can be formed de-
tecting empty columns or lines in matrixC. It is therefore
easy to compute the statistics of each type of errors from
matrix C. Fig. 2 illustrates six situations considered in this
analysis, by showing synthetic examples. Two images are
shown in each case, corresponding to the ground truth (left)
and detected regions (right). It is also depicted the corre-
spondence matrixC. For each case, the left image (Ĩt) con-
tains the regions defined by the user (ground truth), the right
image (It) contains the regions detected by the segmenta-
tion algorithm. Each region is represented by an white re-
gion containing a visual label. Fig. 2 (a) shows an ideal
situation, in which each test region matches only one de-
tected region (correct detection). In Fig. 2 (b) the “square-
region” has no correspondence with the detected regions,
thus it corresponds to a detection failure. In Fig. 2 (c) the
algorithm detects regions which do not match any region of
It generating a false alarm. In Fig. 2 (d) shows a merge of
two regions since two different regions (“square” and “dot”
regions inIt) correspond to the “square region” in inIt.
The remaining examples in this figure are self explaining,
illustrating the split (e) and split-merge (f) situations.

Sometimes the segmentation procedure is subjective,
since each active region may contain several objects and it



Ground Truth Detector output Ground Truth Detector output
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[

1 0 0
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1 1 0
0 0 1

]
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[

1 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

]

(e) (f)

Figure 2. Different matching cases: (a) Cor-
rect detection; (b) Detection Failure; (c) False
alarm; (d) Merge; (e) Split; (f) Split Merge.

is not always easy to determine if it is a single connected
region or several disjoint regions. For instance, Fig. 3(left)
shows an input image with a manual segmentation. Three
active regions were considered: person, lorry and group
of people. Fig. 3 (right) shows the segmentation results
provided by the SGM algorithm. This algorithm splits the
group into three individuals which can also be considered
as a valid solution since there is very little overlap. This
segmentation should be considered as an alternative ground
truth. On the contrary, the situations depicted in Fig. 4
should be considered as errors. Fig. 4 shows the ground
truth (left) and the segmentation provided by the W4 algo-
rithm (right). The W4 algorithm makes a wrong split of the
vehicle.

Another ambiguous example is shown in Fig. 5. This
suggests the use of multiple interpretations for the segmen-
tation. To accomplish this the evaluation setup takes into
account all possible merges of single regions belonging to
the same group whenever multiple segmentation hypothesis
may occur in the frame, i.e., when there is a small overlap
among the group members.

Figure 3. Correct split example, supervised
segmentation and SGM segmentation.

Figure 4. Wrong split example, supervised
segmentation and W4 segmentation.

The number of merges depends on the relative position
of single regions. Fig. 6 shows different merged regions
corresponding to a group of three objects (each one repre-
senting a person in the group) when the relative position
is different. In Fig. 6 (a) it is not necessary to consider
the merge of the first and the third regions since the second
region is in the middle. However, if the positions of the re-
gions change (see Fig. 6 (b)) the number of links may be
different. It is reasonable to assume that each region can
be merged with the all others. In the automatic evaluation
process, it is enough for the user, to give single regions and
the interpretations are generated automatically. Figs. 7,8
illustrate this situation. Fig. 7(a) shows the input frame,
Fig. 7(b) shows the hand segmented image, and Fig. 7(c)
illustrates the output of the SGM. Fig. 8 shows all possible
merges of individual regions. All of them are considered as
correct. Remain to know which segmentation should be se-
lected to appraise the performance. In this paper we choose
the best segmentation, which is the one that provides the
highest number of correct detections. In the present exam-
ple the segmentation illustrated in Fig. 8 (g) is selected.
In this way we overcome the segmentation ambiguities that
may appear without penalizing the algorithm.



Figure 5. Output of the SGM method at two
time instants.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Regions linking procedure. The
same number of foreground regions may
have different interpretations: three possible
configurations (a), or four configurations (b).
Each color represent a different region.

5 Tests on PETS2001 dataset

The segmentation algorithms described in this paper
were evaluated using PETS2001 and PETS2004 dataset
with resolution384×288 pixels. The ground truth was gen-
erated by segmenting one image per second and correcting
the automatic segmentation results using the graphical edi-
tor described before. The output of the algorithms was then
compared with the ground truth. The active regions with
less than 25 pixels were eliminated.

The segmentation algorithms described herein depend on
a set of parameters: thresholds and learning rateα. To find
appropriate values for these parameters, we produced ROC
curves which display the performance of each method as a
function of the parameters. Each ROC is built by keeping
all the parameters constant but one. This requires a con-
siderable amount of tests, which were done using a training
sequence of the PETS2001 data set. Once the parameters
are set, we use these values to evaluate the algorithms in a
test sequence of PETS2001.

ROC curves describe the evolution of the false alarms
(FA) and detection failures (DF) asT varies. An ideal ROC
should be close to the origin, i.e., with small area.

Fig. 9 shows the receiver operating curves (ROC) for the

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Input frame (a), segmented image
by the user (b), output of SGM (c).

best value ofα for different values of the threshold. These
tests were performed on the training sequence. The BBS
algorithm is sensitive to the threshold (see 9(a)). Small
changes of T leads to large variations of false alarms and
detection failures. The best value isT = 0.2. Fig. 9(b)
shows the ROC of the SGM method, forα = 0.005. This
method is more robust than the BBS algorithm with respect
to the threshold. A smooth variation of FA and DF is ob-
tained for−400 < T < −150. We chooseT = −400. Fig.
9(c) depicts the results of the MGM method. We notice that
the algorithm strongly depends on the value ofT , since for
small variations ofT there are significant changes of FA and
DF. The best performance is obtained forT > 0.9.

Fig. 9(d) displays the results of the LOTS algorithm for
a variation of the sensitivity from10% to 110%. We use
a small blending parameter. LOTS does not update the
background image in every single frame to avoid a high
computational cost. This algorithm only updates the back-
ground everyN frames instead. We used an integration fac-
tor α = 6.1× 10−5 which corresponds to add0.0625 of the
current frame to the background in every1024th frame.

All methods have a large number of false alarms. In this
sequence there is a static car which suddenly starts to move.
Since the background is slowly updated, this event produces
a ghost active object which is detected in a large number of
frames.

Table 1 shows the results obtained on the test sequence
using the parameters obtained from the ROC curves. In
terms of false alarms the BBS method is the worst and the
W4 is the best one. The main characteristics of the BBS
method is that it tends to detect everything that moves in
the scene. As a consequence it has a high percentage of
correct detections but high false alarms rate.

The highest percentage of correct detections is achieved
by LOTS followed by SGM. In the detection failures the
W4 outperforms the others. W4 exhibits perhaps the best
tradeoff between CD and FA. However, this method tends to
split regions. This happens in situations in which the objects
have a slow motion or when they stop, since the method is
not able to remove the corresponding regions from the back-
ground model. This is the main drawback of the method. In



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 8. Multiple interpretations given by the
application. The segmentation illustrated in
(f) is selected for the current frame.

term of merges, none of the algorithms studied here has a
tendency to merge regions.

Comparing the results of false alarms between the Fig.
9 and the table 1, we notice that all the algorithms exhibit
a larger percentage of false alarms in the training sequence
(see Fig. 9) than in the test sequence (see table 1). For com-
parison purposes we also computed the ROC curves using
the test sequence. These results are shown in Fig. 10.

The choice of the method depends on the application.
For instance the LOTS, SGM and W4 are well suited for
tracking applications. Although the W4 method is sensible
to splits, this is not a serious drawback in tracking since
the system can always track one of the detected regions.
However, if the application involves object recognition with
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Figure 9. Receiver Operation Characteristic
for different values of α (training sequence).
First row: (a) BBS, α = 0.15, (b) SGM, α = 0.15,
second row (c) MGM, α = 0.008, (d) LOTS,
α = 6.1 × 10−5.

global features (e.g., histograms) W4 is not suitable.
A second set of tests were performed using different

sequences and metrics. The five algorithms were evalu-
ated using the sequence Walk1 from PETS2004 data set
and evaluated using CAVIAR metrics [?]. These metrics
compare the bounding boxes of the detected regions with
the bounding boxes of the ground truth and compute the
statistics for true detections, misdetections and false alarms.
These results are shown in Table 2 for an overlap require-
ment of20%. These results are compatible with the prob-
ability of correct detections previously obtained with the
metrics proposed in this paper (theLOTS andSGM pro-
vide the best set of results as before). However, they are not
enough to understand what types of errors are made by the
algorithms and if they are relevant or not for the other pro-
cessing blocks. This kind of information can be obtained
from the metrics proposed in this paper.

6 Conclusions and future work

This paper proposes new metrics for the evaluation of
object detection algorithms in surveillance applications.
The proposed methodology is based on the comparison of
the detector output with the ground truth segmentation of
test sequences followed by a classification of the errors.



BBS W4 SGM MGM LOTS

Correct Detections 83.5 76.7 87.9 74.8 92.4

Detection Failures 8.6 4.8 9.2 15.9 5.9

Splits 2.1 10.1 0.2 5.5 0.2

Merges 0 0.6 0 0 0.9

Split/Merges 6.2 6.9 3.0 3.4 0.2

False Alarms 21.7 1.1 11.1 10.7 7.9

Table 1. Performance of five object detection
algorithms.

BBS W4 SGM MGM LOTS

True Detections 94.4 51.3 94.9 89.7 94.9

Missed Detections 5.5 48.6 5.0 10.2 5.0

False Detections 38.2 0.1 5.9 150.1 5.2

Table 2. Results using the statistics of the
Caviar Project with an overlap requirement of
20%.

The performance evaluation is made in terms of achieving
the best tradeoff between correct detection and false alarms.
Although we find LOTS and SGM the most suitable algo-
rithms to perform region segmentation, the choice depends
on the context of the application.

These tests should be further extended to consider other
sequences. It would also interesting to enlarge the set of
methods and to characterize the effect of each type of er-
ror on the performance of the overall system. The mea-
surements proposed herein are important to characterize the
performance of object detection algorithms.

Another important issue is that the proposed framework
can also be used to evaluate tracking algorithms. To accom-
plish this, it is enough to record the trajectory of the detected
regions using the ground truth.

Acknowledgement: We thank Dr. Thor List of Edin-
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2. We also thank Prof. José Santos Victor for providing
valuable information about the CAVIAR activities.
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